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Abstract: Detecting morphed face images has become an important task to maintain the trust in
automated verification systems based on facial images, e.g., at automated border control gates.
Deep Neural Network (DNN)-based detectors have shown remarkable results, but without further
investigations their decision-making process is not transparent. In contrast to approaches based on
hand-crafted features, DNNs have to be analyzed in complex experiments to know which charac-
teristics or structures are generally used to distinguish between morphed and genuine face images
or considered for an individual morphed face image. In this paper, we present Feature Focus, a
new transparent face morphing detector based on a modified VGG-A architecture and an additional
feature shaping loss function, as well as Focused Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (FLRP), an
extension of LRP. FLRP in combination with the Feature Focus detector forms a reliable and accu-
rate explainability component. We study the advantages of the new detector compared to other
DNN-based approaches and evaluate LRP and FLRP regarding their suitability for highlighting
traces of image manipulation from face morphing. To this end, we use partial morphs which contain
morphing artifacts in predefined areas only and analyze how much of the overall relevance each
method assigns to these areas.
Keywords: face morphing attacks; DNN explainability; face image forgery detection
1. Introduction
Face morphing is a simple way to obtain a digitally generated face image that resem-
bles two different subjects. Such images can fool biometric verification systems [1] as well
as trained experts [2] into confirming that any of the two different subjects is the person
shown on the image. Such an image, if used in an identification document, would break
the unique link between the intended owner and the document. The ownership of this
document could additionally be claimed by a person different from the one it was issued for.
This person would be able to travel as or use benefits bound to the legitimate identification
document owner. Using such a method to adopt a different identity constitutes a face
morphing attack. Such an attack can be performed without expert knowledge. In order
to generate a morphed face image, one image of each of the subjects is needed. Using
a standard image manipulation tool or one of the freely available morphing tools, the
images only need to be aligned and blended to generate an image that looks similar to
both subjects. While the theoretical possibility of this attack has already been shown in
2004 [3], Ferrara et al. demonstrated the feasibility of this attack in 2014 [1], also releasing
a manual on how to create morphed face images using a common image manipulation
program. Since several countries allow their citizens to provide an image for passports
and national ID-cards, e.g., USA, France or Germany, a face morphing attack requires no
further attacks on IT-systems. The consequences of the feasibility of such attacks to the
integrity of automated and manual identity verification checks, e.g., at country borders,
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have motivated several research groups to develop detectors and analyze the problem of
morphed face images in detail [4,5]. The importance of solving this problem has also been
stressed by governmental agencies such as Frontex (European Border and Coast Guard
Agency) [6], the European Commission [7] or by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology of the USA [8]. In addition to facial recognition systems at border crossing
points, face morphing attacks are also a threat to other applications in the big and growing
market of facial recognition systems [9,10].
Within recent years several face morphing attack detectors based on different concepts
with different requirements have been proposed to tackle this problem. Approaches based
on learned features like deep neural networks can achieve a very high accuracy in this
task [11], but are not as transparent as approaches based on handcrafted features that
describe physical properties such as sensor noise [12,13]. Explainability approaches like
LRP [14] help to get a better understanding of the decision-making process of DNNs and to
determine which structures and regions are important for the detection. However, applying
LRP to DNN-based face morphing detectors involves new challenges, making LRP’s results
difficult to interpret and need further investigations [15]. For example, when asking LRP
to highlight forged regions, it highlights in some cases/for some detectors the genuine
regions instead of the morphed ones.
In this paper, we propose Feature Focus, a new transparent DNN-based face morphing
attack detector, as well as Focused LRP (FLRP) [16], an extension of LRP [17], to tackle
the previously mentioned problems of LRP. Feature Focus is based on a modified VGG-A
architecture with a reduced number of neurons in the last convolutional layer and an
additional loss function for the output neurons of the DNN’s feature extraction component.
This loss function shapes the neurons to focus on a class of interest, e.g., having a strong
activation if a morphed face image is presented and otherwise no activation. This detector
in combination with FLRP provides a reliable explainability component that highlights
traces of forgery in morphed face images with high accuracy. We compare the new detector
with a naïvely-trained network [11] and a network that was pre-trained on images with
morphing artifacts present only in up to four pre-defined areas [15]. The latter has been
shown to be more robust against attacks on the decision making process of DNNs such
as adversarial attacks, but also against image quality improvement methods applied on
morphed face images, which can be used as counter forensics against some face mophing
attack detectors [18]. We analyze the learned features and characteristics using FLRP in
combination with partially induced artifacts and based on the discrimination power of
selected neurons in the feature output of the DNN. Furthermore, we perform a quantitative
comparison between FLRP and LRP for three different DNNs for face morphing attack
detection. FLRP was developed to highlight traces of forgery more accurately than LRP.
For its evaluation, we thus use partial morphs which contain morphing artifacts only
in predefined regions, and analyze whether the relevance is only assigned to the forged
regions. Figure 1 shows an example of relevance distributions calculated by FLRP and
LRP and differently trained DNNs for a partially morphed face image which contains only
artifacts in the areas of the left eye and mouth.
The contributions of this paper are:
• Feature Focus: A more accurate and transparent face morphing attack detector based
on a new loss function and modified architecture
• Quantitative analysis of FLRP and comparison with LRP using morphs that contain
artifacts only in known predefined areas (partial morphs)
• Analysis of the features’ discrimination power learned by DNNs for face morphing
attack detection and its relation to interpretability via FLRP and LRP
• Reliable and accurate explainability component for DNN-based face morphing attack
detectors based on FLRP
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Figure 1. FLRP and LRP relevance distributions for a partial morph (the left eye and the mouth have been morphed) on
differently trained DNNs for face morphing attack detection. A yellow colored region contributes to the decision “morphed
face image”, a blue color denies it and a olive green colored region contains no information about the decision. All except
LRP for the Complex MC Detector highlight the right eye as a region that contributes to the class morph. The Complex MC
Detector highlights the non-forged left eye. This relevance distribution of the Complex MC Detector is caused by a complex
structure that compares different regions of the face, for further details see [15]. The expected relevance distribution, which
assigns relevance to all morphed parts is only achieved by FLRP for the Complex MC Detector and our proposed detector.
This paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we provide an overview on
existing face morphing attack detectors and interpretability methods for DNNs. Subse-
quently, the LRP extension FLRP [16] is described in detail in Section 3. In Section 4, we
introduce our new training method for DNN-based face morphing attack detectors without
a reference image. The details on experimental data and training of the three different
detectors are summarized in Section 5. The metrics that are used to evaluate the differently
trained networks and LRP and FLRP are described in Section 6, followed by the results in
Section 7. Finally, we discuss our results and finish with a conclusion on the advantages of
FLRP and our new training method.
2. Related Work
A common way to classify face morphing detectors is to divide them into blind and
differential face morphing attack detectors. To decide if the presented image is a genuine or
a morphed face image, differential face morphing attack detectors need a reference image,
which is used for comparison [19,20] or to demorph the image [21,22], or a 3-D model [23]
of the subject that claims to be shown on the image. On the other hand, blind detectors
do not depend on additional data to make this decision. Comprehensive overviews on
face morphing detectors and their characteristics can be found in [4,5]. In this paper,
we focus on blind detectors. Blind detectors usually consist of a feature extraction step
followed by a classifier. The features can be handcrafted and describe effects such as
the statistical properties of JPG coefficients after double compression [24] or the image
impairment/change of spatial frequency distribution that arises from the warping and
blending steps during the generation of a morphed face image [25,26]. Furthermore,
the noise pattern characteristics of camera sensors [12] can be analyzed for detecting
manipulated images. The features can also be derived from image statistics [27] or learned
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specifically for the problem of detecting morphed face images by using a Deep Neural
Network (DNN) [11]. Such learned features are very powerful, but it is difficult to analyze
what they describe or represent. Other blind detection methods are based on compositions
of different detectors and fuse their predictions to obtain a more robust and accurate face
morphing attack detector [28,29].
With the increasing use of DNNs for computer vision tasks, researchers developed
different approaches that identify which regions are important for image classification
tasks. One simple method to evaluate whether a part in an image is relevant, is occlusion
sensitivity. A part is occluded, e.g., by a random color for each pixel or a pre-defined color,
and the change of the DNN’s decision with respect to the occluded region is analyzed.
It assumes that a DNN’s decision will change if an important region is occluded. The
authors of [30] use this method to reveal which parts of an image are important and
study its correlation with the positions of strong activations in the feature map with the
strongest activation. A more sophisticated approach is presented in [31]. The authors
propose a new DNN architecture that identifies prototypical parts that are important
for the decision-making in the analyzed image and finds similar prototypical parts in
a set of reference images. This approach only requires training on image-level labeled
data and learns without further supervision to identify the prototypical parts. Another
approach to produce visual explanations is Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping
(Grad-CAM) [32]. It assigns a relevance score to each feature map in the last convolutional
layer based on the gradients of a class with respect to these feature maps and calculates a
weighted sum of the feature maps. The resulting map with width and height of the last
convolutional layer is upsampled to be mapped into the input image. Thus, Grad-CAM
can only mark coarse regions as relevant for the DNN’s decision.
In contrast to Grad-CAM, Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (LRP) [17] is not based
on gradients of the class of interest, but on neurons that result in its activation. Furthermore,
it considers the whole structure of the DNN, the classification part as well as the activations
and weights of the convolutional layers. By that, it can create finer heatmaps and assigns
a relevance score to every pixel, describing its influence on the class of interest which
can either contribute to or inhibit activation. These approaches can in generally help to
understand which pixels of an image are important for the decision making process of
a machine-learning model and reveal undesired properties of the model. For example,
Lapuschkin et al. [14] showed that a famous model for a well-known image recognition
challenge looked for the signature of a photographer to detect if an image depicts a horse.
This strategy achieves quite a high degree of accuracy, since all images with this signature
within this dataset are images of horses. In the case of such simple examples, in which the
presence of a structure leads directly to an activation of a class, LRP is an excellent method
to highlight the area responsible for the activation and uncover such problems. In the
case of DNNs for face morphing attack detection, the DNNs are always confronted with
face images and traces of the morphing steps can be very subtle and appear in different
regions of the face. In addition, differences between image regions can be an indication for
morphed face images, but cannot be explained by LRP without further investigations [15].
Thus, an artifact induced by the face morphing process might not be deemed relevant by
this method. Furthermore, LRP focuses on the whole model and information about traces
of forgery detected by some features might get lost. Contrarily, the recently proposed
Focused Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (FLRP) focuses only on the learned features,
ignoring the information from the fully-connected layers, and has experimentally been
found to highlight traces of forgery better than LRP [16]. In this paper, we show that
FLRP highlights traces of forgery with high accuracy and without undesired relevance
assignments to non-forged parts of the image. This makes FLRP a perfect tool to support
non-technical experts (e.g., border guards) in understanding and arguing why an image is
a forgery.
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3. Focused Layer-Wise Relevance Propagation
The interpretability method LRP [17] assigns relevance to each pixel of the input image.
This leads to a heatmap that indicates which image regions are important for the network’s
decision. The relevance is assigned such that regions that lead to a high activation of the
class of interest receive a positive value and regions that inhibit its activation a negative
value. The mathematical background of LRP is based on a “deep Taylor decomposition” of
the neural network for a class of interest [14]. In a first step, it assigns a starting relevance
value to this class. Next, this relevance is propagated layer-by-layer into the input images.
To this end, different rules exist that define how to map relevance from a neuron to all
neurons in the previous layer that are connected to this neuron. These rules are intended
to assign relevance to neurons in the previous layer that are responsible for an activation
or inhibition of this neuron. If a neuron inhibits an activation, the relevance is negated.
LRP is usually used with different rules depending on the type and position of the layer.
In our experiments, we use the epsilon-decomposition rule for the fully-connected layers
and the αβ-decomposition with α = 2 and β = −1 for all convolutional layers except
the first one, which is subject to a flat decomposition. This has been shown to be a good
practice for similar structured DNNs [33]. While the ε-decomposition treats activating
and inhibiting relevance similarly, the αβ-decomposition considers them separately. With
‖α‖ > ‖β‖, which is a recommended setting, this rule focuses more on activating relevance,
leading to more balanced results. The flat-decomposition propagates the relevance of a
neuron equally distributed to all neurons in the previous layer that have an influence on
this neuron. For a more detailed explanation of these methods, we refer to [33].
In contrast to LRP, FLRP does not investigate the complete decision-making process of
DNNs, but focuses on discriminative neurons in the output of its last convolutional layer
(feature output), see Figure 2. For the VGG-A architecture with an input size of 224× 224,
which we use in our experiments, this feature output is a tensor of size N × N ×M, with
N = 7 and M = 512. We use this standard input size and feature output size as proposed
by the authors of VGG-A since it has been shown to be a suitable setting for classification
tasks and pre-trained models are available [34]. FLRP assigns relevance to neurons of
interest in this layer and propagates this relevance into the image using LRP rules. The
selected neurons are different neurons for each class of interest. They are selected to
have a strong activation if an image of the class of interest is presented and a small or
no activation at all otherwise and thus can identify images of the class of interest. Since
FLRP starts the relevance assignment at the output of the DNN’s feature extractor, a spatial
relation between these neurons and coarse regions in the input image is already given by
the network’s architecture. By applying relevance propagation from these neurons, the
regions can be refined to highlight exactly the structures that led to their activations. FLRP
restricts these neurons to N2. Interpreting the N × N ×M feature output as a N × N pixel
image with M channels, FLRP assigns a starting relevance to one channel for each pixel
(neuron). For the starting relevance we use the activation of the neuron for the image that
should be analyzed. Regarding DNNs for face morphing attack detection, we are interested
in detecting and highlighting traces of forgery. Thus, the class of interest is the class of
morphed face images, and the neurons of interest have a strong activation if a morphed
face image is presented to the DNN. In the follow we explain the single steps to determine
the neurons of interest in our experiments:
In a first step, we calculate the output of the feature extraction component of the DNN
for each image in the training data. This output consists of a N × N ×M tensor for each
image. It can be interpreted as an image with M channels and a size of N × N pixels. For
each pixel, we select the channel that has a larger value when the input is a morphed face
image and is best suited to distinguish between genuine and morphed face images. To
this end, for each neuron we calculate a threshold such that the number of morphed face
images that lead to activation values above this threshold is equal to the number of genuine
face images that lead to activation values below that threshold. Based on these thresholds,
we select the channel that is most suitable to separate between genuine and morphed face
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images for each pixel in the M-channel “image”. This yields N2 neurons which we will use
to initialize our relevance propagation. In contrast to common LRP or sensitivity maps,
which start from a single neuron and changing the starting value only scales the resulting
relevance values, FLRP needs to assign suitable initial values for these neurons. To do
so, we pass the image that should be inspected through the DNN and use the resulting
activation values as starting relevance. The idea behind this initialization method is to
assign starting relevance mainly to neurons that did detect face morphing related artifacts
and thus have large activation values. Starting with this assignment of relevance in the last
layer of the feature extractor, we use the αβ-rule from LRP with α = 2 and β = −1 for all
but the first convolutional layer to propagate the relevance into the input image. For the
first convolutional layer, we use flat decomposition.
Figure 2. Concept of LRP and FLRP. While LRP starts the relevance propagation from a neuron
that describes the likelihood of a class, FLRP starts at selected discriminative neurons in the feature
output of a DNN.
4. Feature Shaping Training
For FLRP, we have to select one out of M channels/neurons for each position in the
feature output. There might be different neurons that indicate different morphing artifacts
and there is no guarantee that there will be discriminative neurons in all cases. To overcome
the problem of selecting suitable neurons and to already shape the neurons during training,
we modified the VGG-A architecture and added another loss function after the last pooling
layer. The goal of this modification and loss function is to have only two feature maps with
opposite behaviors as output of the feature extraction component of the DNN. One feature
map is morph-aware, meaning that it has a strong activation if a morphed face image is
fed to the DNN and no activation otherwise. The other feature map behaves exactly the
other way around and thus has a strong activation if a genuine face image is presented to
the DNN.
The details are described in the following. We reduce the number of channels of
the last convolutional layer to two and remove the fully-connected layers. Thus, we can
apply to these two feature maps a loss function that considers neurons independently of
one another, similar to loss functions for segmentation tasks [35]. After going through a
ReLU and maximum pooling-layer, the output of the convolutional part is directly fully
connected to two neurons, one for the class morph and the other one for the class genuine
image. During training a drop-out layer was added between the maximum pooling-layer
and the fully connected layer.
In addition to the negative-log likelihood loss for the neurons that represent the two
classes, we add a soft margin loss to train one of the two features maps to have a strong
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activation if the presented image is a morphed face image and otherwise no activation, and
vice versa the other feature map. This loss function for the feature map can be written as:
















with f representing the neurons of a feature map (after applying a ReLU and a max-pooling
layer on the output of the last convolutional layer) and y a variable to select if an activation
should be favored or penalized. The loss function (1) shapes the features output such that
it has morph-aware and genuine-aware neurons, but it does not shape the final output of
the DNN, so we need to combine it with another loss function for this purpose. To this end,
we use the negative-log likelihood loss, which is a common loss function for classification
tasks. Thus, the final loss function for our optimization can be written as:
L(y, x, fg, fm) = − ln(x[y]) + 1N2 (L(fm, y) + L(fg, (1− y))) (2)
with fg or fm being the feature map that should have a strong activation if the presented
image is a genuine or morphed face image, respectively, x being output of the DNN after
applying a softmax layer and y being 1 if the input image is a morphed face image and
0 otherwise. We scaled the loss function on the feature maps by 1N2 , since they contain N
2
neurons each. This way, the feature shaping loss and the class loss have similar values and
a similar influence on the training.
5. Training of the Detectors and Experimental Data
We acquired face images from different public and in-house datasets for our exper-
iments. In total, we collected about 2000 face images from different subjects including
images from the public datasets BU4DFE [36], Chicago Face Database [37], FERET [38],
London Face Database [39], PUT [40], scFace [41] and Utrecht [42]. We pre-selected the
images such that the inter-eye distance is at least 90 pixels and the subject is neutrally
looking into the camera in full front view. We split our data into a training (70% of all
genuine face images), a validation (10%) and a test set (20%) and generated the same
amount of morphed face images using only images from the same set. The pairs for the
morphed face images were selected such that both have the same gender, are from the
same dataset and that all subjects are morphed with the same frequency. For the generation
of morphed face images, we used two different fully automated face morphing pipelines.
One is based on an alignment via field morphing as described in Seibold et al. [11] and
the other uses a triangle based alignment [15]. Both approaches differ only in the method
used to align the two input images. For the testing and validation sets, we also use the
horizontally flipped version of the face images to augment the data.
Before feeding an image into the network, we pre-process the face images to avoid
unnecessary variance in the data and to have a standardized input. To this end, we use the
method proposed in [11]: First, we estimate facial landmarks and rotate the images so that
the eyes are on a horizontal line, then we crop the inner part of the face including eyebrows
and mouth, as shown in Figure 3. During training, horizontal image flipping and random
shifting of the image of up to two pixels were used for data augmentation.
We trained three different detectors based on the VGG-A architecture [34]. The first
detector is directly trained to distinguish between morphed and genuine face images using
two output neurons and a negative log likelihood loss function. We refer to this detector
as Naïve Detector. The second detector is first pre-trained on partial morphs to predict
which regions of the morphed face image are forged using a multi-label training with a
multi-label soft margin loss with four neurons, one for each region. After that, these four
neurons were replaced by two neurons, each for one class, and the last two layers have
been retrained using the same loss as used by the naïve training approach. In [15,18], the
authors showed that this training method shapes the DNN to consider more regions of
the face for the decision making and leads also to a detection that is more robust against
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adversarial attacks and image improvement methods applied to the morphs. We refer to
this detector as Complex MC Detector in the following. A dropout with a probability of
0.5 is applied to the Naïve Detector and the Complex MC Detector during training. The
third detector is based on our proposed new training method, described in Section 4, which
we refer to as Feature Focus. In addition, we trained an Xception [43] network to detect
morphed face images. The Xception architecture has been shown to be suitable for the
detection of deep fakes [44]. We evaluated the Xception network regarding its suitability




Figure 3. Single steps of the analyzed DNN-based face morphing attack detectors. (a) shows the
input images with estimated facial landmarks (green points). First, the image is rotated such that
the eyes (red line) are parallel to the horizontal image border. Afterwards, the inner part of the
face (green box) is defined by a bounding box, which is calculated based on the facial landmarks.
(b) shows the cropped and aligned region of the face image that is fed into the VGG-A based DNN
shown in (c). The layers framed in red are removed for our Feature Focus Detector and the output of
the feature extraction component is reduced from 512 channels to two channels.
6. Evaluation Methods
6.1. (F)LRP Evaluation with Partial Morphs
For a quantitative evaluation of FLRP and comparison to LRP, we use partial morphs [15]
and analyze the distribution of the relevance produced by each method. A partial morph is
a morphed face image for which only certain parts, e.g., one eye or the nose, have been
morphed and the rest originates from a genuine face image. We use the same regions
that were defined in [15] for our partial morphs. These are the right eye, the left eye, the
nose and the mouth. In order to generate a partial morph, two input face images are
aligned, but only the selected regions are blended and inserted into the input image using
Poisson Image Editing [45]. Figure 4 illustrates the regions that might be blended for a
partial morph and shows examples of such morphs. Since FLRP and LRP each claim to
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be “a method that identifies important pixels by running a backward pass in the neural
network” [46], we expect them to assign most of the relevance to the morphed areas of
partial morphs when applied to the class morphed face image.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4. Partial Morphs. A partial morph is a morphed face image for which only certain parts have been morphed and
the rest originates from a genuine face image. We use such morphs in our experiments to evaluate if LRP/FLRP assigns
relevance to the forged part only. This figure shows which parts of the face can be forged in case of our partial morphs and
examples of partial morphs. (a) shows the four regions that can be blended for a partial morph. (b) shows a partial morph
with a morphed right eye and nose. A partial morph with all four regions blended is shown in (c,d) shows a complete
morphed face image.
For each morphed face image in the test set, we generate all possible combinations
of partial morphs with one to four morphed regions. We run LRP and FLRP on these
partial face morphs for each of the trained networks. We use the ε-decomposition rule
for the fully connected layers and the αβ-decomposition with α = 2 and β = −1 for all
convolutional layers except the first one, for which we take the flat decomposition rule.
After calculating the relevance, we use a cleaning method, as described in the following,
to suppress small relevance values over large regions and relevance that occurred due
to border padding effects. To this end, we remove all relevance values smaller than 5%
of the maximal relevance value and all relevance in a 2 pixel wide border of the image.
By removing all relevance values below 5% of the maximal relevance value, we ensure
that only the meaningful relevance is considered and small, meaningless relevance values
are ignored. This is especially important if only one region of the image is morphed and
thus the traces of forgery are only in a small area. The removal of all relevance at the
image borders eliminates meaningless relevance that can arise from border padding [47].
Finally, we calculate the relative amount of relevance that falls into the morphed region for
each image.
In addition, we compare for some examples the results of FLRP with those of the
interpretability methods Grad-CAM [32] and LayerCAM [48] and discuss the limitations
of the later two.
6.2. Evaluation of Features’ Discrimination Power
Another metric that we use to analyze the characteristics and significance of the
learned features is their discrimination power. In [49], the authors show that even a
few neurons of the feature output of a VGG-based face morphing detector are sufficient
to distinguish between morphed face images and genuine images with high accuracy.
However, no further investigations into the spatial distribution of the features or if they
have a strong activation for morphed face images or genuine images have been performed.
We analyze these features in more detail to evaluate the differently trained detectors and
reveal correlations between the discrimination power of neurons and the LRP-/FLRP-based
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relevance distributions of the partial morphs. For this analysis, we study the ability to
distinguish between genuine images and morphed face images of single neurons in the
feature output of the DNNs. For the Naïve and Multiclass MC Detector, we analyze the
neurons that are selected by FLRP for the class morph and for the class genuine face image.
For the Feature Focus Detector, we can directly use the two output feature maps. The
ability to distinguish based on the single neurons is assessed based on the equal error rate
on the testing set. Further analyses show that the discrimination power of a neuron is also
correlated to the spatial distribution of the relevance calculated by LRP and FLRP.
7. Results
7.1. Accuracy
Table 1 shows the accuracy of the detectors using the ISO metrics for the evaluation of
presentation attack detection: Attack Presentation Classification Error Rate (APCER) and
Bona-fide Presentation Classification Error Rate (BPCER) [50]. These are also commonly
used for face morphing attack detectors. The APCER is the relative number of undetected
attacks and the BPCER the relative number of genuine face images that have been predicted
as morphed face images. In addition, we provide the Equal-Error-Rate (EER). Our proposed
method performs best for all three metrics, while the other two VGG-A-based detectors
show a similar performance, with the Complex MC Detector being slightly worse. The
Xception network performs similarly to the Naïve Detector and the Complex MC Detector,
but is outperformed by our Feature Focus Detector.
Table 1. Accuracy of the different detectors in terms of BPCER, APCER and EER. The Naïve Detector,
the Complex MC Detector and the Xception network perform similarly in terms of EER and differ
mostly in terms of APCER and BPCER, which can be adjusted by shifting the decision threshold. Our
proposed Feature Focus Detector outperforms all other detectors.
Training Type BPCER APCER EER
Naïve [11] 0.8% 2.2% 1.4%
Complex MC [15] 1.8% 1.8% 1.8%
Xception [43] 1.7% 1.2% 1.5%
Feature Focus (ours) 0.5% 1.2% 0.6%
7.2. Discrimination Power of Single Features
Figure 5 shows the discrimination power of selected neurons in terms of equal error
rate as described in Section 6.2. In these maps, the entry at position x, y represents one
neuron at the position x, y in a feature map. A yellow color indicates a low equal error
rate and thus a high discrimination power, a blue color a high equal error rate, and green
a rate in between. Note that a different scale was used for the Feature Focus Detector,
since its equal error rates are significantly smaller than for the other two detectors. We can
observe that the Naïve Detector has neurons that can distinguish between morphed and
genuine eyes very well and, albeit with less accuracy, detect forged noses too. The Complex
MC Detector has a more balanced distribution, but a stronger discrimination power for
genuine-aware neurons than for morph-aware neurons. For the Feature Focus Detector,
the features are very balanced and higher equal error rates appear only for the neurons
that represent regions in the image with less content, e.g., at the regions of the cheeks at the
border of the image. It also shows significantly lower equal error rates for classifications
based on a single neuron for both the genuine-aware neurons and the morph-aware ones
compared to the other models.
7.3. Relevance Distribution
Table 2 shows how much relevance on average is assigned to the morphed region(s)
of the partial morphs for the differently trained networks, both for FLRP and LRP. In most
cases, FLRP assigns more relevance to the region that contains morphing artifacts than LRP.
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For the Naïve Detector and the partial morphs of eyes, the similarity of FLRP and LRP is
quite strong and the discrimination power of neurons that are responsible for these regions
is also quite high. For the partial morphs of mouth and nose, the difference between FLRP
and LRP is very strong and the discrimination power much lower than for the eyes. The
Complex MC Detector shows a very interesting behavior for the partial morphs. Here
LRP assigns only little relevance to morphed eye regions compared to the other detectors.
This, and the fact that the discrimination power is stronger for the genuine-aware neurons,
supports the evidence in [15] that the Complex MC Detector does not focus mainly on
artifacts induced by the face morphing process, but compares different regions and checks
if they fit to the same model for properties of genuine faces. These comparison structures
in the DNN result in relevance assignments to the non-morphed parts and LRP does not
highlight the important artifacts. A detailed explanation of this phenomenon is described
in [15]. The DNN based on the Xception architecture has a similarly poor performance
as the Complex MC Detector. The Feature Focus Detector with FLRP performs best or
nearly similar in all cases. It assigns 83.3% of relevance correctly in the worst case and 94%
correctly on average. Moreover, the discrimination power of this detector is much higher
compared to the other two.
























Figure 5. Visualization of the discrimination power of selected features of the different DNNs. The features in the top left
and top right areas describe the regions of the left and right eye, the features in the center describe the nose and those
in the bottom center describe the mouth. While the Naïve Detector can distinguish between genuine and morphed face
images mostly by the eyes, the Multiclass MC Detector and the Feature Focus Detector are more balanced and can also
make predictions based on other parts of the face. The features of the Feature Focus Detector outperform the other two
detectors in terms of discrimination power. Visualization of the discrimination power of selected features of the different
DNNs. The exact numbers are shown in Appendix A. The column Feature Focus has a different scale, since the EER is far
smaller compared to the other two.
7.4. Sample Results
Figures 6 and 7 show relevance distributions for LRP and FLRP applied to a morphed
face image and a partial morph for the differently trained detectors. The morphed face
image in Figure 6 contains visibly strong morphing artifacts around the nostrils and some
minor artifacts around the oral fissure, but no striking artifacts in the eyes. However, LRP
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assigns only a small amount of relevance or even negative relevance to the mouth and in
case of the Naïve and Complex MC Detector it assigns negative relevance to the nostrils.
Contrarily, FLRP assigns more positive relevance to the clearly visible artifacts as one would
expect from a component that should highlight traces of forgery in morphed face images.
For the Naïve and the Complex MC Detector, FLRP also assigns a significant amount
of relevance to the region of the eyes. As shown in our experiments on the relevance
assignment using partial morphs, these two detectors are known to also assign relevance
to non-forged regions. Especially for images with a morphed mouth and nose, these
two detectors in combination with both relevance propagation methods tend to assign a
significant amount of relevance to non-forged regions. This behavior is also visible for this
morphed face image. Figure 7 shows the relevance distributions for a partial morph of
the left eye and the mouth. In the FLRP case, relevance is mainly assigned to the left eye,
which is obviously forged. It also assigns some relevance to the nose and to the mouth
for the Naïve and Complex MC Detector. FLRP’s relevance distribution for the Feature
Focus Detector, however, is as expected only on the mouth and left eye. The relevance
assignment of LRP for the eyes are plausible for the Naïve and Feature Focus Detector.
Positive relevance is assigned to the morphed eye and negative to the genuine eye. For the
Complex MC Detector, however, it is contrary to what we would expect. According to LRP,
the genuine eye contributes to the class morphed face image and the morphed eye inhibits
its activation. This phenomenon and its cause are described in detail in [15]. Furthermore,
LRP’s relevance assignment for the nose region is plausible only for the Naïve Detector and
Feature Focus Detector. Figure 8 shows LRP relevance assignments for the detector based
on the Xception architecture and Grad-Cam and LayerCAM results for the Naïve Detector.
LRP assigns predominantly relevance to genuine parts of the face or parts without obvious
artifacts. Image structures such as the border of the iris or nostrils are not immediately
recognizable by the VGG-A-based detectors. Malolan et al. [44] showed also that LRP
does not highlight recognizable structures in the image for DNNs based on the Xception
architecture. The methods Grad-CAM [32] and LayerCAM [48] can only mark coarse
regions as relevant for the decision-making process. Thus, these methods are not suitable
for localizing the exact structures corresponding to traces of forgery.
Table 2. Relevance distribution on partial morphs. While LRP and FLRP assign relevance to genuine areas to a notable
extent for the Naïve Detector, the Complex MC Detector and Xception-based Detector, FLRP assigns nearly all relevance to
the forged part only for our proposed Feature Focus Detector.
Morphed Regions Naïve Complex MC Feature Focus Xception
[11] [15] (Ours) [43]
LRP FLRP LRP FLRP LRP FLRP LRP
left eye 74.1% 76.7% 8.8% 53.6% 80.0% 89.0% 21.7%
right eye 78.9% 86.1% 25.7% 45.4% 72.1% 87.7% 29.2%
nose 36.7% 71.4% 5.3% 40.5% 57.4% 85.2% 13.6%
mouth 18.2% 43.2% 22.3% 48.2% 16.6% 83.3% 3.8%
both eyes 91.8% 92.9% 44.9% 68.6% 91.2% 94.7% 72.2%
left eye, nose 84.8% 92.0% 18.7% 68.9% 89.6% 95.2% 36.6%
right eye, nose 87.1% 95.2% 32.5% 63.3% 87.6% 95.9% 54.2%
left eye, mouth 77.5% 84.1% 11.4% 71.4% 83.7% 96.7% 30.9%
right eye, mouth 82.5% 90.6% 61.3% 66.8% 78.9% 95.8% 39.9%
mouth and nose 48.8% 85.1% 38.2% 63.2% 57.0% 94.2% 19.6%
all but left eye 89.5% 97.4% 73.0% 75.8% 87.9% 98.4% 62.4%
all but right eye 86.7% 95.1% 34.1% 79.1% 90.2% 98.0% 45.0%
all but nose 92.7% 95.0% 33.5% 79.6% 94.2% 97.8% 83.2%
all but mouth 95.0% 97.6% 76.4% 79.0% 96.1% 97.0% 86.7%
all 95.9% 98.9% 89.4% 85.5% 97.2% 98.9% 91.3%
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Figure 6. FLRP and LRP relevance distributions for a morphed face image. A yellow colored region contributes to the
decision “morphed face image”, a blue color denies it and a olive green colored region contains no information about
the decision. In this example we would expect LRP and FLRP to highlight mostly the nose and mouth as relevant for
the decision, since they contain obvious morphing artifacts. However, only FLRP in combination with the Feature Focus
Detector does so. The other methods highlight also other parts as relevant to a strong extent or mark the mouth or nose as
denning the decision.







Figure 7. FLRP and LRP relevance distributions for a partial morph of the left eye and the mouth. A yellow colored region
contributes to the decision “morphed face image”, a blue color denies it and a olive green colored region contains no
information about the decision. In this example LRP and FLRP should highlight the mouth and the left eye as relevant for
the decision, since only these regions contain traces of forgery. Only FLRP in combination with the Feature Focus Detector
or the Complex MC Detector does so. The other methods highlight also other regions as contributing or the mouth as
denning the decision.
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input image LRP Xception [43] Grad-CAM [32] LayerCam [48]
Figure 8. LRP relevance assignment results for the Xception architecture DNN and Grad-CAM and LayerCAM for the
Naïve Detector applied on the same images shown in Figures 6 and 7. LRP assigns relevance predominantly to regions
without traces of forgery for both images. Furthermore, the structures of the facial features are not as visible as for the
VGG-A-based architectures. Grad-CAM and LayerCAM show only the coarse regions that are relevant according to these
methods and highlight also genuine regions as relevant.
8. Discussion
Applying LRP might fail for some DNN-based face morphing attack detectors if the
intention is to highlight regions that contain structures that are typical for a class of interest.
Complex structures in the fully-connected layers of a DNN can make LRP highlight non-
forged regions as relevant structures for causing activations of the class of morphed face
images [15]. To tackle this problem, we propose two mutually beneficial concepts, Feature
Focus and FLRP. Using partial morphs, which contain traces of forgery only in pre-defined
regions, we show that FLRP is more accurate in highlighting these traces of forgery than
LRP, but it is still not optimal. Especially for forgeries of the mouth region, it performs
much worse than for other parts of the face. One problem of FLRP is that it has to identify
a small set of relevant neurons, which represent traces of forgery, in the feature output
of the DNN. There is no guarantee that such a set of morph-aware neurons, which have
a strong activation if the input image is a morphed image, exists in a DNN’s feature
output. A DNN might assign different kinds of artifacts to different neurons or learn a
different approach to detecting morphed face images. The Multiclass MC Detector, for
example, has better genuine-aware neurons, which show a strong activation if and only
if the input image is a genuine face image, than morph-aware neurons. Feature Focus
solves this problem by design. Its feature output has only two channels and a loss function
shapes them during training, such that one of them is morph-aware and the other one
genuine-aware. Thus, the selection of relevant neurons for FLRP becomes trivial. This
proposed change of architecture and the proposed loss function for the Focus Feature
Detector increase morph detection accuracy. Furthermore, LRP and FLRP more accurately
assign relevance to morphed image regions for this detector. An analysis of the DNN
feature output’s discrimination power shows that it has much more accurate morph-aware
and genuine-aware neurons than other detectors. Furthermore, the simplification of the
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network reduces the memory required for its weights from about 515 Megabytes to only
27 Megabytes.
9. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose Feature Focus, a transparent and accurate DNN-based
face morphing detector and FLRP, an extension of the explainability method LRP. We
quantitatively prove the advantages of FLRP over LRP for the analysis of DNN-based face
morphing attack detectors and show the advantages of the new detector, especially in
combination with FLRP. The new detector overcomes FLRP’s problem of selecting relevant
neurons. Furthermore, it results in a better relevance assignment for FLRP such that most of
the relevance is assigned to the morphed region only. In addition, the accuracy in detecting
morphed face images increases compared to the Naïve Detector and the Multiclass MC
Detector [15]. FLRP, our modification of the network architecture, and our proposed
loss function increase the interpretability of DNN-based face morphing attack detectors
significantly. These improvements allow highlighting structures that are typical of morphed
face images with high accuracy and by this, they constitute a well-suited tool to explain
why an image is a forgery and to get a better understanding of the detector’s decision.
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Appendix A. Discrimination Power of Single Features
Table A1. EERs for Morph-/Genuine-aware Neurons of the Naïve Detector.
Morph-Aware Neurons Genuine-Aware Neurons
7.3% 6.7% 11.2% 31.4% 12.2% 6.8% 7.2% 7.4% 6.7% 11.2% 31.5% 12.1% 6.8% 7.2%
13.3% 9.8% 18.3% 35.7% 28.9% 9.3% 11.9% 7.0% 9.7% 18.1% 35.6% 8.3% 9.2% 11.8%
32.6% 46.0% 40.3% 30.7% 43.0% 53.1% 51.0% 32.6% 11.0% 29.2% 30.5% 27.2% 7.7% 21.9%
34.3% 42.5% 22.6% 19.7% 27.6% 30.3% 33.8% 34.2% 25.6% 22.4% 19.4% 15.1% 30.4% 33.7%
37.5% 39.4% 22.0% 18.7% 26.3% 36.9% 51.8% 37.4% 30.1% 21.8% 18.7% 16.5% 36.8% 24.2%
40.1% 36.5% 62.8% 42.8% 32.2% 32.1% 40.3% 40.1% 36.4% 21.0% 31.9% 32.2% 31.8% 40.4%
58.9% 41.6% 49.1% 41.5% 34.0% 37.0% 67.4% 28.7% 41.7% 21.1% 23.3% 34.1% 36.9% 27.3%
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Table A2. EERs for Morph-/Genuine-aware Neurons of the Multiclass MC Detector.
Morph-Aware Neurons Genuine-Aware Neurons
37.4% 16.5% 25.1% 32.0% 42.1% 22.8% 24.1% 13.2% 16.0% 25.0% 31.9% 9.7% 6.5% 24.0%
33.8% 24.1% 26.6% 36.5% 33.8% 22.2% 20.6% 21.7% 19.5% 26.5% 36.1% 34.0% 22.2% 20.6%
31.7% 30.0% 30.0% 38.3% 35.6% 26.8% 27.1% 31.9% 30.1% 28.9% 38.3% 35.5% 26.8% 27.1%
32.0% 33.3% 25.5% 23.6% 30.5% 33.0% 34.5% 32.2% 33.2% 25.5% 18.5% 19.5% 33.1% 34.2%
38.1% 39.3% 24.2% 22.9% 24.1% 36.1% 37.1% 38.2% 32.0% 24.4% 22.8% 24.5% 35.8% 37.3%
39.4% 28.0% 28.0% 27.6% 24.7% 25.0% 42.6% 39.5% 27.8% 27.9% 25.8% 24.6% 25.0% 42.7%
40.5% 46.8% 38.1% 24.4% 25.3% 26.2% 38.3% 40.4% 16.5% 14.6% 21.5% 25.0% 26.1% 38.0%
Table A3. EERs for Morph-/Genuine-aware Neurons of the Feature Focus Detector.
Morph-Aware Neurons Genuine-Aware Neurons
3.6% 3.9% 3.1% 6.2% 3.0% 3.5% 4.8% 2.8% 2.0% 3.1% 6.2% 3.1% 3.2% 2.7%
3.1% 2.7% 2.3% 5.8% 3.2% 3.5% 3.9% 3.1% 2.7% 2.4% 5.9% 3.2% 2.8% 2.4%
3.1% 2.6% 2.2% 4.1% 3.0% 3.1% 3.4% 3.7% 2.6% 2.4% 3.9% 2.8% 3.1% 3.3%
8.1% 4.3% 3.7% 3.9% 4.8% 4.0% 8.8% 8.0% 4.2% 3.5% 3.7% 4.7% 4.0% 8.8%
6.6% 3.5% 3.0% 2.7% 3.4% 4.0% 7.2% 6.7% 3.5% 3.0% 2.7% 3.5% 4.0% 7.0%
6.6% 4.5% 3.6% 3.6% 3.6% 4.3% 8.3% 6.5% 4.4% 3.6% 3.6% 3.7% 4.2% 8.2%
9.5% 7.1% 7.6% 8.8% 8.0% 7.1% 10.2% 9.5% 7.2% 7.8% 8.6% 8.0% 7.2% 10.1%
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